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ICF will draw on best practices identified through similar projects
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Objectives
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Objectives

Develop a robust set of utility-relevant climate 
change projections

Understand the range of potential impacts (i.e., 
vulnerabilities) of climate change on Duke 
Energy’s transmission and distribution system

Develop a flexible adaptation framework 

Provide meaningful opportunities for 
stakeholder input

Mitigation

Actions to reduce 
greenhouse gas 

emissions (e.g., clean 
energy investments)

Adaptation

Actions to increase 
resilience to climate 
change (e.g., new 

storm barriers)



Approach & deliverables



Overall approach

Adaptation 
Planning

Stakeholder Engagement

Climate Science Vulnerability 
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Climate Change 
Design Scenario

Interim Report

T6: Final 
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TWG 1

TWG 2

TWG 3

ISOP 
Stakeholder 

Session 2ISOP 
Stakeholder 

Session 1
Kickoff



Climate science

Climate science tailored to Duke’s T&D system
• Custom variables to evaluate potential impacts

Best available climate datasets
• Global Climate Model projections downscaled to the Carolinas
• NOAA sea level rise projections and coastal datasets
• Multiple greenhouse gas concentration scenarios 
• Decadal projections through late-century

• Synergy with the 2020 North Carolina Climate Science Report

Average and extreme
temperatures

Average and extreme
precipitation

Sea level rise and 
storm surge

Storms and wind Wildfire

Example hazards:



Climate science

Develop Probabilistic Climate Projections for the Carolinas 
Tailored to Duke Energy’s T&D System Develop Extreme Weather and Cascading Event Scenarios

• Top-down
• Science-driven
• Probabilistic projections to evaluate a fuller range of future 

outcomes and impacts 
• Informs a risk-based assessment of impacts to T&D 

infrastructure 

• Bottom-up
• Sensitivity-driven
• “What extreme (low probability and high impact) events 

does science suggest are possible?”

Source: ICF for confidential utility client

Source: ICF for Con Edison



Climate science
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Historical Baseline Projection 2030 2040 2050 2060 2070 2080 2090

3 90th percentile 9 14 19 24 29 34 38

75th percentile 7 12 15 19 24 29 33

50th percentile 5 8 12 16 20 26 29

25th percentile 4 6 9 12 16 20 23

10th percentile 3 5 7 10 12 16 19

Deliverables

• Probabilistic climate projections across the Carolinas
• Low-probability and high-impact scenarios
• Actionable outputs and datasets to support subsequent tasks

Example output table



Vulnerability assessment
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Convene Targeted SME 
Engagements to Validate and 

Expand Understanding of 
Vulnerability

Summarize Vulnerabilities, 
Estimate Potential Consequences, 

and Prioritize

Assess and Summarize Exposures 
and Generate Hazard Exposure 

Software Tools

Develop Initial Understanding of 
Asset and Operational Sensitivities 

and Adaptive Capacities

The ICF team will use well-tested methodologies to conduct a detailed climate change vulnerability assessment of Duke Energy’s 
electric T&D assets and operations. This work will:

• Build on a foundation of climate science and ICF’s utility resilience expertise

• Generate climate data analysis tools that ICF and Duke can leverage for ongoing analysis 

• Leverage the system-specific knowledge of Duke SMEs through structured collaboration

• Provide a summarized and prioritized view of vulnerabilities that can feed into adaptation planning



Sample hazard mapping outputs
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Vulnerability assessment
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Assets considered by ICF's assessment will include:

Transmission
• Line structures (poles/towers)
• Conductors
• Circuit breakers
• Substation transformers/regulators
• Protection & control devices
• Open-air current carrying components 

(e.g switches, jumpers, etc.)

Distribution
• Structures (overhead, underground & 

submersible)
• Conductors
• Transformers
• Regulators
• Reclosers
• Capacitors
• Batteries



Vulnerability assessment
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Deliverables
• Analysis of climate-related vulnerabilities of 

Duke’s system summarized in a technical report
• Climate hazard analytics tools for Duke Energy’s 

use:
 Web-based GIS hazard viewer
 A flexible database linking climate hazard data 

to Duke Energy’s physical assets



Interim report
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In mid-2022, ICF will develop an interim report on the vulnerability assessment findings. 

This report will:

• Summarize vulnerability assessment findings and completed project tasks to date 

• Serve as a display of progress for external stakeholders

• Support advancement of planning and socializing climate adaptation

• Help establish a shared vision of the structure and final outcome of the project



Flexible framework
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This task focuses on the integration of climate change risks into T&D planning, and will result in an adaptation 
framework that Duke can use internally and share publicly. The framework will guide Duke in addressing 
identified vulnerabilities and mainstreaming adaptation in both short- and long-term management. 

This task consists of four parts:

• Establish climate change planning and design scenario parameters

• Identify processes with climate dependencies & determine mechanisms 
for capturing climate change information 

• Establish a flexible framework for climate change

• Develop framework for extreme events  management & investment 



Related ICF work: Con Edison Design Guidance 
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Source: ICF/Con Edison



Related ICF work: Con Edison extreme event framework
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Source: ICF/Con Edison



Flexible framework
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Deliverables
• Definition of Duke Energy's climate change planning and design scenario—identifying future conditions to 

plan towards
• Identification of key processes, procedures, and documents in need of updating
• Flexible framework for addressing risks associated with existing infrastructure, including signposts for 

adaptation action
• Framework for anticipating and managing extreme events and evaluating associated resilience measures



Final report
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Summarize 
• Vulnerability assessment findings

• Flexible adaptation plan

• Options for increasing resilience

• Summary of the stakeholder engagement efforts

• Next steps and remaining research needs



Opportunities for engagement
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Stakeholder engagement: opportunities
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You’ll have many, different opportunities to engage in this study

• Information-gathering
o We’re here to listen
o Please reach out to us with any kind of feedback, suggestions, or questions

• ISOP Forums
o This platform will be used to bookend the study process: kick it off (today) and share final results (mid-2023)

• Technical Working Group (TWG) – seeking volunteers!
o A platform for open and constructive discussion of key issues affecting climate resilience in the Carolinas and 

Duke Energy's climate resilience planning
o To be comprised of 20-30 stakeholders (max one per organization) with expertise in at least one of the following:

• Climate risk assessment and adaptation
• T&D infrastructure planning
• Community resilience

o If you are interested in joining the TWG, please email DukeClimateResilience@icf.com with:
• Your name
• Your organization
• A very brief summary of your relevant expertise

mailto:DukeClimateResilience@icf.com


Stakeholder engagement: preliminary timeline
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ISOP Session TWG Session TWG Session TWG Session ISOP Session

Final Report

2021 July Sept 2022 Aug 2023 Feb June

Vulnerability 
Assessment 
Framework

Vulnerability 
Assessment 

Results

Adaptation 
Framework

Initial Set of 
Adaptation 
Strategies

Interim Report

ISOP Session



Questions?
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